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Time
Lapse

DIRECTED BY
Bradley King
STARRING
Danielle Panabaker (The Flash/Marvel,
Friday the 13th, Mr Brooks, The Crazies,
Piranha 3D, Girls Against Boys)
Matt O'leary (Stung, The Lone Ranger)

Synopsis:
A camera that takes pictures 24 hours into the future, takes control of the lives
of 3 friends, unfolding a dark future, they no longer have control of.
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Variety: “... clever fantasy thriller... an
ingenious narrative measured out in
unhurried yet always-engaging terms.”
Hollywood Reporter: "sci-fi debut
makes the most of a simple brain-teasing
premise”
Twitch: "A Sharply Written Indie Sci-Fi
Picture"
Moviescope: "A smart and gripping
film” 4Stars

THE
ANSWER

DIRECTED BY
Iqbal Ahmed
STARRING
Austin Hébert, Alexis Carra,
David S. Lee, Adam Shapiro,
Mark Deklin

Synopsis:
Bridd Cole distributes mail in a medium-sized financial office. He has no big
ambitions, but is secretly in love with his attractive colleague Charlotte.
Miraculously, the feelings are mutual. When Bridd takes her home with him after
a date, they find their boss on the floor, with a letter opener stuck in his chest.
The killers, wearing black helmets, are also looking for Bridd and they find
themselves running from an evil supremacy. Bridd needs to use all his
superpowers to stop an alien conspiracy, to save Charlotte and himself.
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THE
VINEYARD

DIRECTED BY
James Katz
STARRING
Francisco Pizarro (The Dance of Reality,
Blame it on Fidel)

Synopsis:
The tale of Magdalena and the mysterious French owner of a vineyard. Their
love affair and cultivation of the vine is interrupted by the surprise arrival of
Etienne, Louis’ younger brother. Meanwhile, the local villagers are beginning to
disappear. Magdalena suspects that Etienne and the mysterious disappearances
are somehow connected, leading her on a journey where she will discover an
extraordinary truth about these brothers... and the ultimate power of the vine.
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THE MAID’S
ROOM

DIRECTED BY
Michael Walker
(Chasing Sleep, Cut Shoot Kill)

Synopsis:
A Hitchcockian psychological thriller that explores the complex relationships
between truth and justice, hubris and power, wealth and fear.

98 mliner
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US

Variety: “Its evocation of the unknown
and the forbidden, enabled by gliding
camerawork and a suspenseful score, the
film easily commands viewers’ attention.”
4STARS
New York Times: “Writer and director
Michael Walker teases out the proper
mixture of psychological thriller and class
satire.”

